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 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUSTRALIA GROUP EXPORT CONTROL

LISTS OF BIOLOGICAL PATHOGENS, TOXINS AND DUAL-USE EQUIPMENT

Robert J Mathews 1

Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation

In response to the increased awareness of the threat of
biological terrorism following 11 September 2001 and the anth-
rax letter incidents, and with the recent adoption of UN
Security Council Resolution 1540,2 there have been a number
of requests by countries which have not participated in the
‘Australia Group’(AG) for background information on the
various AG export control lists. This article has been prepared
in response to those requests, as a means to provide a better
understanding of the development and evolution of the AG
export control lists of biological pathogens, toxins and dual-
use equipment lists.

The Early Days of the Australia Group
The AG dates back to 1985 when a group of 15 countries
agreed to consult and harmonise their various national export
controls on dual-use precursor chemicals to prevent Iraq from
obtaining them for the production of chemical weapons (CW),
which it was using in the Iraq-Iran war. For the first few
years of the AG consultations, the main focus remained CW
proliferation in the Middle East. With the original focus on
CW proliferation, the meetings became known as the
Australia Group Meeting on Chemical Weapons
Precursors.

However, during the AG meeting in April 1988, it was
reported that a number of countries of concern were
expanding their proliferation activities from CW programmes
to biological weapons (BW) programmes. By the end of 1989,
it had become clear that Iraq and a number of other Middle-
East countries were attempting to acquire seed cultures,
fermentation equipment and technology that could support
an offensive BW programme. A particular difficulty
recognised by the AG participants was in distinguishing
between legitimate biotechnological activities and those
activities that may have been part of a BW program.

This led to discussion by the AG of various potential means
to counter BW proliferation including:
• National guidelines to industry and research institutes;
• Lists of dual-use biotechnology equipment that could be

suitable for BW production (which was being proposed
as a ‘warning list’); and

• Indicators of suspicious transactions which may indicate

attempted procurement of items for a BW proliferation
programme.
During the remainder of 1990, several AG participants

conducted extensive domestic outreach activities to inform
suppliers of biological materials, equipment and expertise of
the potential risks associated with BW proliferation. These
activities were regarded as useful, but not sufficient.3

Indeed, it was agreed in December 1990 that the title of
the meetings should be changed to the Australia Group
Informal Consultations on Preventing Association with
Chemical and Biological Weapons Programs, to reflect
the changing scope and objectives (as well as the informal
nature) of the meetings.

Addressing BW Proliferation
The AG meeting in June 1991, which occurred a few months
after the Gulf Conflict, was a watershed. With coalition forces
anticipating that they may have been attacked with Iraqi CB
weapons, came greater awareness, clarity and recognition
of the threat posed by CB proliferation, and  greater
determination of the AG participants to make the AG as
effective as possible in countering the CBW threat. In
recognition of the seriousness of the BW proliferation threat,
the AG participants agreed to convene a series of ‘BW
Experts’ meetings4 to consider the development of export
control lists for the more relevant BW agents and dual-use
production equipment.

The approach adopted was to develop four separate lists:
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one list for human and zoonotic pathogens and toxins (referred
to as the List of Biological Agents for Export Control); a
List of Plant Pathogens for Export Control;  a List of
Animal Pathogens for Export Control; and a List of Dual-
Use Biological Equipment for Export Control.

Pathogens and Toxins
In the development of the lists of pathogens and toxins, factors
for consideration as to whether a particular agent should be
included on the list of biological agents included: whether the
agent had ever been developed for or used in warfare; whether
the agent had been sought by a country of proliferation concern;
whether the agent could be mass-produced; and whether the
agent is infectious in the aerosol form. For the list of plant
pathogens, the factors included whether the pathogen is a
mass-producible agent, infectious in aerosol form which
damages or kills plants to create serious socio-economic
consequences; and for the list of animal pathogens, whether
the pathogen is a mass-producible agent which kills or
incapacitates animals to create serious socio-economic or
public health consequences.

In December 1992, the AG plenary adopted the List of
Biological Agents for Export Control which consisted of a
Core List5 containing 20 viruses (including Ebola, Lassa fever
and Marburg viruses), four rickettsiae, 13 bacteria and 10
toxins, and a Warning List6 containing 8 viruses, 5 bacteria
and 4 toxins. The List of Animal Pathogens for Export
Control, which consisted of a Core List containing 15 viruses
and one bacterium, was adopted at the same meeting. In June
1993, the AG plenary adopted a List of Plant Pathogens for
Export Control which consisted of a  Core List containing
two bacteria and 6 fungi, and Awareness Raising Guidelines7

containing 2 bacteria, 2 fungi and one virus. Each list also
covered genetically modified micro-organisms.8

Dual-use biological equipment
The dual-use biological equipment control list was developed
by the ‘BW Experts’ group in parallel to the lists of pathogens
and toxins. The factors considered when developing this list
were the potential relevance of particular items to biological
weapons proliferation, and whether the items had previously
been used in a biological weapons programme or had been
sought by recent proliferators.9

In December 1992, the AG agreed on a common control
list of dual-use biological equipment, including complete
containment facilities at P3 and P4 containment level,
fermenters with capacity greater than 300 litres, centrifugal
separators, cross-flow filtration equipment, freeze-drying
equipment, individual P3 and P4 equipment items including
class III biological safety cabinets, and aerosol inhalation
chambers. Items included on a separate list for awareness
raising were: micro-encapsulation equipment; fermenters with
capacity smaller than 300 litres, and clean air rooms that may
be used for P3 or P4 containment.

The transfer of Related Technology, that is, technology
for the development or production of AG-controlled biological
agents or AG-controlled dual-use biological equipment items,
was also placed under export control.10

‘Catch-all’ provisions
In developing and refining the various AG export control lists,
it was recognised that it would not be possible to control every

type of pathogen, toxin or dual-use item that could be mis-
used for a BW programme or for bioterrorism purposes. In
recognition of the dual-use dilemma, AG participants
implemented a ‘catch-all’ provision, whereby AG participants
will not supply an unlisted item11 when there is particular
concern about potential diversion of the item for chemical or
biological weapons purposes. Thus, the ‘catch-all’ provision
remains a safety net to cope with the dual-use dilemma, to
avoid as far as possible providing inadvertent assistance to
biological weapon proliferation/ bio-terrorism activities.

Reviews and refinements 1994-2001
The conclusion of the AG meeting June 1993 marked for the
first time the adoption of a full range of lists covering precursor
chemicals, dual-use chemical production equipment, as well
as the four lists of BW-relevant items. This achievement was
recognised as heralding a new phase in the work of the AG,
with the technical issues largely settled and hopefully only
requiring continuing maintenance.

The various biological lists have been reviewed regularly
since 1993. The first meeting of experts to review the lists
was convened in October 1995, which resulted in taxonomic
updating of several agents, the addition of four toxins to the
List of Biological Agents for Export Control,12 exemption
of vaccines and immunotoxins from the export control lists,
redrafting of the genetic modification text to extend controls
to genetic material coding for sub-units of toxins on the core
and warning lists, and subjecting to export control all fermenters
of capacity greater than 100 litres.

Issues addressed at subsequent meetings of experts
included proposals for other pathogens, toxins and equipment
items to be added to the various export control lists, and other
refinements of the controls, for example, whether there should
be exemption of control of products containing small quantities
of AG controlled substances that are specifically packaged
and marketed for medical or public health purposes (including
those that contain irreversibly inactivated micro-organisms).13

In addition, there was further clarification of the Genetic
Modification text to include genetic elements obtained by
chemical synthesis.

Response to bioterrorism
In response to the increased awareness of the threat of
biological terrorism following September 11 and the anthrax
letters in October 2001, the different biological lists have
remained under regular review in an effort to further raise
the barriers to biological terrorism as well as BW proliferation,
in accordance with the counter-terrorism objective that is now
included in the philosophy of the AG.14

The most recent review has led to the addition of 14
biological agents (human pathogens) and 8 new toxins to the
List of Biological Agents for Export Control, which raises
the total number of human pathogens controlled to 51 (32
viruses, 4 rickettsiae and 15 bacteria), and the total number
of toxins controlled to 19.15 Likewise two new animal
pathogens have been added to the List of Animal Pathogens
for Export Control (which now contains 17 viruses and one
bacterium under export control), and five new plant pathogens
have been added to the List of Plant Pathogens for Export
Control (which now contains 5 bacteria, 6 fungi and 2 viruses
under export control).

There have also been adjustments and refinements to the
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List of Dual-Use Biological Equipment for Export Control,
including the reduction in the capacity of fermenters under
control from 100 litres to 20 litres, reflecting the smaller scale
of operation that might be employed by a terrorist group.

The AG Control Lists and the broader international
community
Historically, a number of developing countries have opposed
informal export control arrangements such as the AG.16

However, post September 11, a number of BWC states parties
that do not participate in the AG and have previously been
critical of the AG have recognised that the national export
licensing measures developed by the AG would raise the
barriers to biological terrorism. This has led to an acceptance
amongst an increasing number of states parties to the BWC
of the role in the AG lists as a means to implement their non-
proliferation obligations under Article III of the BWC. There
has been a growing acceptance of the AG lists as the
international benchmark in relation to export controls directed
at CBW proliferation.

At the same time, AG participants have recognised that
the effectiveness of the various AG control lists derives from
their collective application, especially in view of the increasing
number of countries which have become potential inadvertent
suppliers of relevant items as a result of the increasing global-
isation of the biological sciences and the biotechnology ind-
ustry.  For this reason, AG participants are encouraging all
exporting and transhipment countries to implement similar
measures.  In recent years, AG participants have maintained
a practice of briefing a large number of non-participating
countries on the outcomes of the AG meetings. These briefings
include making available lists of precursor chemicals, biological
agents, and related equipment and technologies that are of
proliferation concern.

The net result of increased concerns about bioterrorism
and the AG outreach activities is that a number of countries
which are not participants in the AG meeting are adopting
their own national export licensing systems, using lists similar
to those developed by the AG. Likewise, since 11 September
2001, a number of states have also put various domestic
monitoring procedures in place, in some cases based on the
dual-use items in the four AG biological lists, as a means to
increase the barriers to bioterrorism activities.

Concluding Comments
This article has tried to capture the concerns that have led to
the development of the original BW pathogen, toxin and dual-
use equipment control lists, and the evolutionary nature of the
various BW lists based on: the early experiences in imple-
menting the various lists; advances in biological science and
technology; and changing risk assessments, including the
terrorist threat.

It is interesting to reflect on the different philosophical
approach to the development and evolution of the AG BW
agents control lists compared to the development and evolution
of the AG CW precursor control list.17 In the case of the CW
precursor list, it was generally known which CW agents the
countries of concern were trying to produce, based on the
knowledge of which CW-precursors were being sought, with
confirmation sometimes obtained based on results from
investigations of alleged use.18 However, less information was
available at that time about which pathogens and toxins were

being sought by countries of concern, so a major factor in
developing the various BW export control lists was the intrinsic
risk posed by a particular pathogen or toxin, rather than
knowledge that it had been sought for proliferation purposes.
Furthermore, additions and adjustments to the various BW
lists have often been based more on developments in biology
and biotechnology, whereas subsequent additions to the CW
precursor list have been based on information that alternative
precursors (often ‘earlier’ in the production process) were
being sought for the same CW agents, or that the countries
of concern were seeking other precursors to produce
alternative (in some cases, older, less effective) CW agents.

The AG biological export control lists have been developed
and refined over a 14-year period, on a consensus basis, by
the countries participating in the Australia Group, which now
number 38 countries. As discussed above, there has been a
growing acceptance of the AG lists as the international
benchmark in relation to export controls directed at CBW
proliferation. However, this is not to suggest that the AG lists
should be regarded as ‘perfect’, or that there has not been
criticism of the contents of the lists. For example, a number
of scientists have questioned why Dengue fever virus is on
the List of Biological Agents for Export Control since it is
‘ubiquitous’ and ‘doesn’t kill anyone’.19  In fact, Dengue fever
virus was included on the original list in 1992 because it had
been seriously considered for development as a biological
weapon by at least two countries in the 1950s and 1960s,20

and there were concerns that countries of proliferation concern
in the early 1990s may have tried to develop it as part of an
offensive BW capability.21

Further development and refinement of the four AG
biological lists can be expected based on future advances in
biological science and technology, and changing risk
assessments.

The current AG lists are available at http://
www.australiagroup.net. Further information on the AG lists
can be obtained from robert.mathews@dsto.defence.gov.au.

Notes
1 The author is a Senior Scientist in Australia’s Defence Science

and Technology Organisation, and a Principal Fellow / Associate
Professor in the Faculty of Law, University of Melbourne. The
views expressed in this article are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of the Australian Government.

2 UN Security Council Resolution 1540 (2004).  Adopted by the
Security Council at its 4956th meeting, on 28 April 2004 (the
‘WMD non-proliferation’ Resolution).

3 For example, Australia reported to the AG meeting in December
1990 that its outreach activities had been useful, but that there
had been predictable difficulties convincing some, notably
academics, of the reality of the BW threat.

4 The participants of these meetings included biological scientists
from a number of government departments (including defence,
health, agriculture) and national biological research
organisations.

5 The Core List contains those agents that all AG participant
countries agreed to place under national export control.

6 The agents included on the Warning List, although not agreed
for inclusion on the Core List (i.e. common control list), were
considered sufficiently important for a list to be provided to
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researchers, industry and traders, in order that they seek
guidance if they were suspicious about a particular export
request of any of the listed items. [Note: the term Warning List
had its genesis during the development of the AG CW precursor
control list in the 1980s.]

7 The role of the Awareness Raising Guidelines list of plant
pathogens was essentially the same as the Warning List of bio-
logical agents.  However, the scientists developing the plant
pathogen list thought that the term Awareness Raising Guide-
lines was a more appropriate title for the list of plant pathogens.

8 ‘Genetically-modified micro-organisms or genetic elements that
contain nucleic acid sequences associated with pathogenicity
derived from the pathogens on the list’, and ‘Genetically modified
micro-organisms or genetic elements that contain nucleic acid
sequences coding for any of the toxins on the list.’

9 Important considerations for the AG when developing or
adjusting the lists are that the measures should be effective in
impeding the production of BW, they should be practical and
reasonably easy to implement, and they should not impede the
normal trade of materials and equipment used for legitimate
purposes.

10 However, it was agreed that technology transfers do not apply
to information that is in the public domain or to basic scientific
research, or the minimum necessary information for patent
application.

11 That is, an item which is not contained on any of the AG control
lists, or an item below the licensing threshold (for example, a
fermenter with capacity less than 20 litres).

12 Aflatoxin, which had been identified as a major element of Iraq’s
BW program, was added to the control list, and three toxins
were added to the warning list.

13 Agreement was reached to exclude from export control botulinum
toxins when in a product form meeting the following
requirements: a pharmaceutical formulation designed for human

administration in the treatment of medical conditions; packaged
for distribution as medical products; and authorised by a state
authority to be marketed as a medical product.

14 For example, at the meeting in October 2001, the AG participants
expressed the resolve of their governments to prevent CBW
proliferation, whether by state or non-state actors, and agreed
that the AG has an important role to play in reducing the threat
of CBW terrorist attacks.  See Australia Group Document AG/
Oct01/Press/Chair/24, available at www.australiagroup.net.

15 A number of these additional pathogens and toxins were
transferred from the warning list.

16 See, for example, O. Kervers, ‘Strengthening Compliance with
the Biological Weapons Convention: The Protocol
Negotiations’, Journal of Conflict and Security Law, Vol. 7,
Issue 2, October 2002, pp. 275-292.

17 Mathews, R.J., ‘Comparison of the chemicals on the Australia
Group Control List with those in the CWC Schedules’, The CBW
Conventions Bulletin no 21 (September 1993) pp 1-3.

18 See for example, ‘Report of the Specialists Appointed by the
Secretary-General to Investigate Allegations made by the Islamic
Republic of Iran concerning the use of Chemical Weapons’, UN
Security Council Document S/16433 (26 March 1984).

19 The fact that Dengue fever virus is an incapacitating agent rather
than a lethal agent is not a reason for not having it on the list.
Indeed, a number of other agents on the AG lists would also be
regarded primarily as incapacitating agents rather than lethal
agents.  In addition, the prohibitions under the BWC include
incapacitating as well as lethal biological agents.

20 See, for example, E. Geissler, Biological and Toxin Weapons
Today, Oxford University Press for SIPRI, 1986,  at p 22.

21 See for example Jane’s Chemical-Biological Defense
Guidebook, Coulsdon, UK: Jane’s Information Group, 1999,
p.278.

Forthcoming Events

31 January-2 February
Cairo, Egypt
Fourth meeting (closed) of the Weap-
ons of Mass Destruction Commission
Details: www.wmdcommission.org

18-20 February
Wiston House, UK
Wilton Park Conference WPS05/5
Chemical and Biological Terrorism:
Forging a Response
Details: www.wiltonpark.org.uk

2-3 March
Washington DC
The 2005 Homeland & Global
Security Summit
Details: www.globalsecurity.bz

15-18 March
OPCW Headquarters, The Hague
Executive Council, 40th meeting

12-14 April
Edinburgh, UK
8th International Chemical Weap-
ons Demilitarisation Conference
Details: www.dstl.gov.uk/technology

22-23 April
Fueringen, Switzerland
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
invitation-only conference: Meeting
the Challenges of Bioterrorism:
Assessing the Threat and Designing
Biodefense Strategies
Details: www.isn.ethz.ch

13-24 June
Geneva, Switzerland
Third BWC ‘new process’ Meeting of
Experts


